
Quiz

“Welfare state”
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Social 

security in 

Britain
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security 

in Russia
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Britain 
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Russia

An ideal 

Welfare 

State



Social security in Britain

 1 What categories of citizens are entitled to social payments?

 A) people in part-time work

 B) single parents

 C)  the long term unemployed, single parents, pensioners with the low pension



2. Does every child receive child benefits in Britain?

 A) every child if he/she continues education up to 19

 B) every child if he/she continues education up to  18

 C) every child if he/she continues education up to 17



3. What does the unemployment 

benefit mean?

A)  A person who is unable to work after a sickness period

B) Women who  leave work to have a baby

C) A person who is out of work for up to a year



4. What is the synonym of the word “the 

retired”?

 A)  the widowed

 B) pensioners

 C)  sick people



Social security in Russia

 1 What categories of citizens are entitled to social 

payments?

 A) the retired, the disabled

 B)  the widowed, the retired,  the unemployed, students, children, the 

disabled

 C) students, children



2. At what age do women have a right 

to a pension?

 A) 45

 B) 60

 C) 55



3. At what age do men have a right to 

a pension?

 A) 55

 B) 60



 C) 65



4. What is the definition of the word 

“scholarship”?

 A) It is a payment to young people, college and higher school students.

 B) It is a benefit which  the disabled can receive.

 C) It is a payment for husbands and wives whose spouses died.



The war veteran`s privileges in Russia

1. What is the reduced payment for housing, telephone and
public utilities?

A) 20 %

B) 30%

C) 50%



2. What privileges do the disabled war veterans 

have in Russia?

 A) free medical care, OKA cars, petrol at a discount

 B) wheelchairs, OKA cars, free accommodation in a health resort

 C) free medical care, OKA cars, wheelchairs, free accommodation in a 

health resort



3. What privileges do the war veterans 

have in travelling?

 A) free return passage by sea once a month

 B) free return passage by air and by railroad once a year

 C) free return passage by sea, by air, by railroad once a year.



4. What privileges do he war veterans 

with disabilities have?

 A) telephone without going on a waiting list

 B) free of charge assistance about the house and telephone

 C) housing without going on a waiting list



The war veteran`s privileges in Germany

1. At what age do the veterans have a right to a pension?

A) 55

B) 65

C) 60



2. Do the retired war veterans have any special 

privileges or increments to a pension?

 A) no special privileges, ordinary invalidity pensions, no increment to a 

pension

 B) special privileges

 C) increments to a pension



3. What privileges do the war veterans  

with disabilities have?

 A) free nursing

 B) free nursing, assistance in entertainment organizations only for  people 

living below poverty level

 C) air, railroad tickets at a reduced price, free nursing.



4. What privileges do he war veterans 

have?

 A) medical service at a reduced price

 B) free medical care, mobility allowance

 C) medical service at a reduced price, mobility allowance, tourist`s pass at 

a reduced price



An Ideal Welfare State
1. Why don`t some people receive various benefits in a welfare state?

A) They don`t understand this system

B) They can not fill in all the forms

C)  They don`t know about their rights, they don`t know where to apply



2. Who does the welfare state 
help?
 A) the elderly, the disabled

 B) the retired, the unemployed, the widowed, the elderly,  every child

 C) the unemployment, the retired, every child



- Whom would you like to give your 
money? 

- I would lIke to gIve my money to…..



Can you tell me what state is a Welfare 
State?

I think 

a Welfare Sate

is a state

where…

There is no unemployment
There is no crime
People have benefits
People are poor
Nobody lives in poverty
Everybody can get health care and 

education
There is a lot of unemployment
There is a lot of crime
People live in poverty


